
 

 

 
  

                                                    Week ending: 24.06.2022 
 

Classes Name Reason 

FCC Ema 
Ema has had such a fabulous week. She is always working hard and has been 

helping her friends with their learning this week, thank you Ema!  

FQC Thea  

You have had such a wonderful week Thea! Your writing is just so lovely but this 
week it is your maths that has been so super- your numicon city was just great. 

Well done Thea, we want you to know that we really recognise all your hard 
work. 

1AW Thomas 
I have put Thomas in this week because of his beautiful handwriting and 

presentation in his book. Thomas has really turned a corner with this and he is 
really focussed on making his writing super neat. Well done. 

1GC Cru  
Well done Cru. Your presentation in topic this week has been fantastic. You 

were a super role model to the class during this lesson. Keep up the great work. 

2HC Fahad  
Fahad has settled in to our school really well. He has impressed me this week 
with both his reading and when learning to tell the time in maths. Well done, 

Fahad!  

2MA Evie 

Evie has made me so proud this week on 2 separate occasions.  First of all, she 
has worked really hard in maths on her target of using a numberline correctly to 

add and subtract numbers and she answered all of her questions correctly on 
Thursday. She also made a sensible choice during some class group work when 
she recognised that what someone else was trying to get her to do was wrong 

and refused to do it. Well done Evie! 

3SH 

Ben 
 
 
 

Jose 

Ben has worked super hard this week. He has really impressed me with his 
English work in particular and he has used some fantastic vocabulary. It has also 

been noticed by not just me, but other members of staff, that Ben has been 
showing a really thoughtful, caring nature towards other children which is lovely 

to see. Well done, Ben!  
 

Jose has really impressed me this week. He has produced some super writing 
and he has made fantastic progress from the last reading assessments that we 

did which is so impressive to see. Jose is also a super role model to other 



children in the class and really showcases our Rainbow value of friendship. Well 
done, Jose!  

3RM Amelia-Grace 
Amelia-Grace is an always child and she has produced some wonderful writing 
this week that has really impressed her teachers. She has really developed her 
vocabulary and has worked really hard on her sentence structure. Well done!  

4NM 
Charlie 

 
Enya 

Both Charlie and Enya drew excellent self-portraits during Create Day last week, 
when Year 4’s theme was ‘Belonging’. They were well observed, had good 

proportions and showed their school uniform and P.E. kit as part of belonging. 
They used pencils, coloured pencil crayons, and Charlie used a felt pen to do his 

outlines. 

4LP 

 
Willow and 

Aaron 
 

Freddie 
 
 

Willow and Aaron both have had a super attitude to this week’s tests. They have 
both worked hard and really impressed me. 

Freddie had some great thoughtful answers in our Jigsaw lesson. 

5DP 

Toby   
 
 
 

Aston  

I had to recognise Toby this week for his outstanding attitude to learning. I don’t 
think there is ever a question that Toby’s hand isn’t up for. He is always inspiring 

his class peers through fantastic answers and enthusiasm. You are a sponge of 
knowledge, Toby, and I want to thank you for your incredible listening, 

participation and love for learning. 
 

Jigsaw friend- Aston really impressed me this week with his maturity towards 
some personal topics. He was confident to share his understanding within class 

discussion and did so with the utmost respect. 

5NW 

Mollie  
 
 
 

Jigsaw Friend 
Jai Jai  

Mollie is in to reward her desire to improve her work.  She always tries her 
hardest, always responds to feedback and always uses the strategies taught in 

class-well done! 
 
 

Jai Jai is in Gold book for being brave and asking all the questions in our 
changing me session that he wanted answers to. He asked questions in a mature 

manner, which helped the whole class. 

6SE 

Leo  
 
 

Caitlyn  

I have chosen Leo this week for his fantastic ideas and creativity during our art 
lessons and ‘Create Day’ this week. 

 
Caitlyn has demonstrated a kind and caring attitude while helping others 

throughout the week. 

6WW 

Zachary  
 
 
 
 
 

Oliver 

Zachary has always worked hard in class and striven to improve work and 
attainment, setting himself very high targets! He has been an asset to the school 
in so many ways, his agility and his mature approach to learning. We are excited 

for Zachary, so many new opportunities in Canada but we are so sorry to see 
him go. Good luck Zachary and let us know how you are getting on. 

 



Oliver has been a real help this week looking after those people around him. 
Thank you, Oliver, 

 
Dinner 
Helpers 

Thank you to our dinnertime stars this week from 6SE: Luke C, Luke R, Lucy R 

and Joe 

 


